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Oscillation Built-In Self-Test (OBIST) strategy allows to avoid the using complex, expensive generators of input
test signals during testing, and uses the oscillation frequency generated at the output of the circuit after reconfiguring into oscillator as a controlled parameter. There configuration subcircuit forms an oscillator from the
original circuit in the test mode and requires an additional but insignificant area of the chip, especially against
the background of stable increasing the scale of integration for the state-of-the-art integrated technologies. Selection of the efficient type of reconfiguration the original circuit into oscillator and implementation of corresponding test circuitry are the most important tasks, which, as rule, are solved nowadays based on experience
of designers without automation and therefore restrict to wide use of the OBIST concept. The paper is mainly
focused on the task of design-for-testability (DFT) automation with emphasis on the OBIST strategy for analog
integrated circuits (IC). The design procedures according to DFT flow are proposed. Three possible structural
solutions for reconfiguration of original circuit into an oscillator are considered. The necessary conditions for
stability analysis of reconfigured circuit are presented. The stage of a numerical estimating the transient time
before the steady-state operation after reconfiguration of original circuit into an oscillator ensuring definition
of the start time point for correct calculating the oscillation frequency is proposed. The set of rules for each
structural solution for reconfiguration is prepared as the formal procedures, which can support the automation
during the DFT flow. The efficiency of the proposed DFT flow is demonstrated for analog circuits, for which
the reconfiguration subcircuits were obtained in an automated way during design-for-testability, as well as the
fault simulation has been performed. The experimental results for all cases showed the adequacy of oscillation
frequency for revealing both catastrophic and parametric faults. Fault coverage for considered set of faults has
consisted up to 100 %.
KEYWORDS: Oscillation-BIST, Analogue circuits, Design automation, Design-for-testability flow, Reconfiguration circuitry.
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1. Introduction
Analog and mixed-signal circuits, especially integrated circuits, stipulate a set of challenging issues from
the testing point of view. There are at least two main
problems in analog testing, firstly, a limited access to
internal nodes and, secondly, a complicated selection
of test signal(s), which can provide required test quality and fault coverage.
The inclusion of additional test nodes improves the
test quality and resolution ability of diagnosis. Nevertheless, the total area of an integrated circuit is
increased due to implementation of additional pads
and connection lines. As result, the IC package with a
greater number of pins and bigger volume of cavity is
required. Such a solution leads to increasing the power consumption and raising both the size of IC and the
cost of implementation and manufacturing.
Many problems of a test organization can be overcome
using Built-In Self-Test (BIST) structural solutions
implemented in the framework of Design-for-Testability (DFT) concept [11, 12]. The BIST-solutions
are placed on a chip together with original circuit for
the purpose of test signal generation, acquisition of
the output responses and decision-making about the
correctness of operating the circuit under test (CUT).
The BIST-circuitries are developed at early stages of
IC design process what ensures selecting the most
efficient conditions and mechanisms for further
high-quality testing the CUT.
The efficient test method that does not need the input
test signal and relies on in-circuit implementation
was proposed in [1] and called the Oscillation BuiltIn Self-Test (OBIST). The main idea of this method
is a transformation of the original circuit into the oscillator during the test mode and consideration the
oscillation frequency (fOSC) as a measured parameter,
which depends on the components parameters of the
CUT.
The works of many authors suggest the applications
and particular developments of the OBIST method
from [1], for example. The approach to optimal fOSC generation by changing passive component parameters for
covering hard-detectable short faults in analog circuits
is proposed in [2]. An application of oscillation-based
test to analog filters is considered in [4] emphasizing

the layout simulation. Adaptation of the OBIST for
analog and mixed-signal embedded core-based system-on-a-chip circuits is presented in [5]. The method based on partition of a high-order Operational
Transconductance Amplifier-C filter into second-order filters, which reconfigured into a quadrature oscillator is considered in [6]. The oscillation-based test is
proposed in [7] for transforming analog signal into digital one for structural testing the complex mixed-signal
macrocells. Kač and Novak [9] offered the approach to
transformation of switched-capacitor filter stages for
oscillation-based testing. The pulses of oscillating output signals are used in [10] for generating the signature,
harnessed for the fault detection. Oscillation-based
test is applied in [16] to the second-generation Current
Conveyor (CCII) based filters as a case study. Oscillation-based diagnosis using artificial neural network for
fault dictionary construction is proposed in [18]. The
combination of oscillation-based test strategy with
supply current monitoring, is considered in [19] as an
alternative to the specification-based test of analog circuits. So, the solutions based on OBIST-strategy and
proposed by different authors [2-10, 16, 18-19] demonstrate high efficiency of detection both catastrophic
and parametric faults. However, proposed solutions
ensure the particular approaches to reconfiguration
based on designer’s experience. The application-specific approach to selecting a reconfiguration circuit
limits the wide use of OBIST. Therefore, OBIST-circuitry design automation fulfilled within the framework of a design-for-testability flow is important step
to enhancement of the oscillation-BIST application
for efficient testing the different classes of analog and
mixed-signal circuits.
This paper is an extended version of work published in
[14]. The previous work is extended by detailed specification of two stages concerning with stability analysis and steady-state time estimation for reconfigured
circuit, as well as representing the new results. The
rest part of the paper is organized as follows. The design-for-testability flow based on the OBIST strategy
for analog circuits is presented in Section 2. The concept of reconfiguration circuitry selection and three
types of structural solutions are proposed in Section 3. The issues of stability analysis of reconfigured
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circuit are considered in Section 4. The approach to
numerical estimation of a steady-state time for reconfigured circuit is discussed in Section 5. Section 6
provides describing the rules of reconfiguration for
proposed structural solutions. The results of practical
experiments are presented in Section 7.

2. Description of the Design-forTestability Flow Oriented onto
the OBIST Strategy
The test method based on reconfiguration into an oscillator uses the oscillation frequency (fOSC) for decision-making about the correctness of original circuit.
The fOSC for the fault-free circuit is considered as the
reference frequency and estimated during the design
stage. The fOSC for CUT, which measured without application of any input test signals, is compared with
the reference frequency. OBIST can be realized only
in dedicated test mode when the original circuit is
reconfigured into oscillator by activation of the test
mode select signal. The obtained oscillator generates
a periodic signal with eigenfrequency, which depends
on parameters of internal circuit components. Any
defect provides a deviation of component parameters from the nominal values and has an influence on
a change of the eigenfrequency of the circuit under
reconfiguration. So, the difference between the reference frequency and oscillation frequency of CUT is a
criterion for the fault detection.
The approach to design-for-testability of analog circuits based on the oscillation-BIST strategy is proposed for the automation purpose (Fig. 1). The main
idea is connected with implementation of procedures, which provide a selection in automated mode
the appropriate configuration circuit and calculation
of oscillation frequency band taking into account the
components tolerances. The decomposition of the
corresponding design flow includes the following
steps:
1 Selection of the reconfiguration circuitry for OBIST,

which ensures the guaranteed transformation of the
original analogue circuit into an oscillator in the test
mode.

2 Stability analysis of a reconfigured circuit proves
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that the circuit will be invariably oscillating after
reconfiguration. Adaptation of the current reconfiguration circuitry or selection of an alternative one
should be done if the condition of reliable instability
after transformation is not achieved.
3 Estimation of the transient time before steady-state

operating of the reconfigured circuit allows defining the initial time point of a beginning the regular
oscillations. This value is a minimum time delay for
oscillation frequency acquisition after switching on
the test mode.

4 Calculation of the fOSC for nominal parameters of the

circuits’ internal components in the form of reciprocal proportion to the period of generated signal.

5 Estimation of the fOSC band taking into account the

components tolerances. The Monte-Carlo method
is used for calculation such statistical characteristics of oscillation frequency as distribution, mean
and deviations, which are used for definition of the
confidence interval with required reliability (γ)
min
max
[ f OSC
, f OSC
]| ãγ = const .

6 Calculation of a fault coverage using the results of

faults simulation. The specified set of faults, which
includes catastrophic and parametric faults, is
used for simulation their influence on the oscillation frequency
=
FS FSc ∪ FSp ,

(1)

where FSc is a finite subset of catastrophic faults,
FSp is an infinite subset of parametric faults. The
quantity and type of parametric faults are selected
for each circuit individually providing reasonable
completeness of estimating the circuit behavior.
7 Physical measurement of oscillation frequency for

the circuit-under-test (CUT) – fOSC_CUT.

8 Comparison of measured fOSC_CUT with bounds on

the frequency band and decision-making about
CUT status
min
max
fOSC
≤ fOSC _ CUT ≤ fOSC
.

(2)

If Condition (2) is true, the CUT is considered as
fault-free, otherwise as faulty.
Steps 1-6 correspond to Simulation-before-Test
(SBT) concept. Steps 7-8 are performed for each CUT
during the functional testing stage.
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3. Selection of the Reconfiguration
Circuitry for the Oscillation BIST
Mainly, the OBIST strategy is used in off-line mode
and success of faults detection depends on the way
of original circuit reconfiguration into oscillator. The
task of selecting a proper reconfiguration circuitry
can be formalized in design-for-testability flow and
solved in an automated mode.
The approach is illustrated by an example of active
filters. The second order transfer function used for
description of filter’s behavior is the following:

2018/3/47

The poles must be situated on the imaginary axes jω
in order for the circuit to provide a signal generation
at resonant frequency ω p with constant amplitude.
According to Equation (4) this condition is held true
when Q p → ∞ .

Both values ω p and Q p depend on parameters of internal circuit’s components. The circuitry ensuring
enough high value for Q-factor at unchangeable value
of resonant frequency should be selected as a solution
for original circuit reconfiguration for providing the
stable oscillation, i.e.
~,
ω p (p1 ) = const , Q p (p 2 ) → ∞ ∃p
~ = 0, p ⊆ p, p ⊆ p,
p ∩p

1
transfer

1
function

can2

(5)

The, poles of the(3)
be
sient time before steady-state
ured circuit allows defining the

and
expressed from Equation where
(3) in p~terms
of
is a set ofpparameters for circuit’s internal
ginning the regular oscillations.
components
changing in the testing mode, p is a set of
Qp :
um time delaywhere
for oscillation
ω z and ω p are eigenfrequencies
of zeros and parameters for circuit’s internal components.
r switching on the
testQmode.
poles,
z and Q p are values of Q-factor for zeros and
 p The following
p
structural solutions for the circuit repoles.
p1, 2    j  
 j
4Q 2p  1 . (4)
for nominal parameters of the
configuring
into
an oscillator providing condition
2Q
2Q p
ents in the form
reciprocal
Theofpoles
of the transfer function can be expressed p from Equation
(5) are proposed:
f generated signal.
ω p and
from Equation (3) in terms ofThe
:
Q pmust
poles
be situated1 on
the imaginary axes
Disconnection of internal lines by switches.
j  in order for the circuit to provide a signal
band taking into account the
2 Forming of required gain factor for an active nonωp
The Monte-Carlo method is ω p
p with constant
p1,2 = σ ± jω = ± j generation
4Q 2p - 1 .at resonant
(4) frequency
linear element
by plug-in extra components.
h statistical characteristics of 2Q p
2Q p
amplitude.
According
to
Equation
(4)
this feedback(s).
as distribution, mean and
3 Inclusion of additional
condition is held true when Q p   .
used for definition of the
ith required reliability ()
Figure 1
Figure 1
Design-for-testability flow oriented onto Oscillation Built-In Self-Test

coverage using the results of
pecified set of faults, which
parametric faults, is used for
on the oscillation frequency
 FSp ,

Design-for-testability flow oriented onto Oscillation
Built-In Self-Test

(1)

subset of catastrophic faults,
set of parametric faults. The
ametric faults are selected for
ally providing reasonable
ng the circuit behavior.

of oscillation frequency for
T) – fOSC_CUT.

ed fOSC_CUT with bounds on the
ion-making about CUT status

CUT

max
.
 fOSC

(2)

he CUT is considered as fault-

Simulation-before-Test (SBT)
erformed for each CUT during
e.

Both values p and Q p depend on parameters of
internal circuit’s components. The circuitry
ensuring enough high value for Q-factor at
unchangeable value of resonant frequency should
be selected as a solution for original circuit
reconfiguration for providing the stable
oscillation, i.e.
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The selection of the way and particular circuits for
reconfiguration of the original device is performed
during design stage. The different variants of reconfiguration into an oscillator are considered taking into
account specific of the original circuit. The criterion
of selection is the maximum of instability factor for
the oscillator in test mode among k considered ways:

arg max(Instab i ), ∀i = 1. k ,
i

(6)

where Instabi is instability factor for the circuit reconfigured by the i-th way.
The factors for all variants may be estimated simultaneously in a CAD tool using parallel paradigm for
multicores or multiprocessors computer workstation
[13], [15].

4. Stability Analysis of the
Reconfigured Circuit
An oscillator obtained after reconfiguration of the
original circuit consists of frequency-dependent subcircuit and active nonlinear element comprised by a
feedback.
The following condition called as the Barkhausen stability criterion should be provided in order to ensure
oscillation [17]

Aβ = -1 ,
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The necessary phase condition for oscillation is coincidence of phases for output and input signals.
The Nyquist stability criterion based on estimation of
the amplitude-phase characteristic in complex plane
can also be used for the stability analysis.

5. Estimation of Time to SteadyState Operating of the Reconfigured
Circuit
The reactive and nonlinear elements in the analog
circuit provide the transient processes before the
steady-state regime of operation.
The transient and steady-state processes in the reconfigured circuit are simulated in the time mode
using the transient analysis. The indirect form of the
circuit representation is used for mathematical description of the oscillator model
 dx ( t )

Fi 
, ∫ x ( t ) dt , x ( t )  = 0 , i = 1.. p .
 dt


(10)

The finite-difference approximations corresponding
to numerical differentiation ( f D ) and integration
( f I ) are used for solving the system of Equations (10)
;

(11)

(7)

where A is the gain of active nonlinear element, β is
the transfer function of the feedback path.
The loop gain around the feedback path has to coincide in phase with corresponding phase shift equal
to 180°. The condition (7) has the following form depending on the application either positive (8) or negative (9) feedback
A β = 1∠ - 0 ,

(8)

A β = 1∠ - 180.

(9)



The necessary amplitude condition for oscillation is
the compensation of the attenuation in the feedback
loop by the active nonlinear element.

.

(12)

The finite-difference algebraic equations are formed
by substituting the Equations (11) and (12) into the
system of Equations (10)

Fi ( xn +1 , xn ,..., xn - k ) = 0 , i = 1.. p .

(13)

The obtained model (13) is solved concerning xn +1
by a numerical method of solving the finite equations.
When xn +1 is calculated with specified accuracy, the
calculated time points are shifted on the one step considering xn = xn +1 , xn -1 = xn , etc. and the system of
Equations (13) is solved again concerning new value
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xn +1 . This process is repeated until the final time
point t is reached.
The time point of starting the stable oscillation
corresponding to the duration of the transient processes before the steady-state operating is calculated
based on solving the system of Equations (13).
The steady-state process in oscillator is periodical
with the following appropriate condition:

( ) (

)

x=
tss0
x tss0 + T ,

(14)

where T is the period of oscillating.

6. The Rules of Reconfiguration
for Three Proposed Structural
Solutions
A. For Disconnection of Internal Lines by Switches

2018/3/47

4 Include to original circuit the structural solution

~ in
providing required values for parameters in p
test mode.

5 Define the control signals for the normal and test

modes.

C. For Inclusion of an Additional Feedback(s)
1 Define a transfer factor for the original circuit ac-

cording to Equation (3).

2 Estimate the stability of the circuit.
3 Consider the feedback(s) in the original circuit

providing instability of the obtained circuit.

4 Include a selected structural solution in the origi-

nal circuit design, ensuring appearance of the feedback in the test mode.

5 Express the oscillation frequency by parameters of

internal circuit and feedback circuit.

6 Define the control signals for the normal and test

modes.

1 Define a transfer factor for the original circuit ac-

cording to Equation (3).
2 Express ω p and Q p by parameters of circuit’s internal components.
~ for ex3 Select the set of independent parameters p
pressions of ω p and Q p .

4 Provide the fulfillment of condition Q p → ∞ using

~.
set p

5 Include to original circuit the structural solution

~ in
providing required values for parameters in p
the test mode.

6 Define the control signals for the normal and test

modes.

B. For Forming of Required Gain Factor for an Active
Nonlinear Element by Plug-in Extra Components
1 Define a transfer factor for the original circuit ac-

cording to Equation (3).
2 Express ω p and Q p by parameters of circuit’s internal components.
3 If the expression for Q p depends on the gain factor

of active nonlinear element covered by feedback and
~ have no influence on ω , then calits parameters p
p
culate values of corresponding parameters providing
~
the fulfillment of condition Q p → ∞ . Parameters p
are calculated by solving the system of equations.

7. Experimental Results
The application of rules for structural solution based
on disconnection of internal lines is considered for
second-order RC-filter (Fig. 2, a).
The gain function in node 5 corresponds to bandpass
filter
V5 ( s ) V1 ( s=
) H 0 ωs ω02 + ω0 s Q + s 2.

(15)

The central frequency and quality factor are described by Equations (16) and (17) correspondingly

ω0 = R1 ( R3 R2 R5C1C2 ) ,
Q=

( R7

(16)

( R6 + R7 ) (1 + R1 ( R3 + R4 ) ( R3 R4 ) ) ) .
-1

(17)

The set of independent parameters for Equations (16)
~ = {R , R , R }. The simplest way
and (17) includes p
4 6 7
to ensure the condition Q p → ∞ using elements from
~ is assignment R to infinity. Such an assignment
p
6
for R6 can be realized as disconnection of this resistor from node 5 or 8, i.e. open effect ( R6 ≈ ∞ ). The use
of a MOS-switch in sequence with R6 ensures the
switching on or off the resistor by the test mode signal
applied to the gate.
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Figure 2
Second-order RC-filter: original (a), reconfigured (b) (R1 = R2 =
R3 = R4 = R5 = 10kΩ, R6 = 12kΩ, R7 = 1kΩ, C1 = C2 =20nF)
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and
.
Fault coverage for both values of reliability provides
the same results: 87.5 % for the hard faults and 75 %
for the soft faults (Table 1).
Table 1
Fault coverage for Second-order RC-filter
Reliability

Parameter

a

Number of hard faults
Number of detected hard fault

γ = 0.9

γ = 0.98

16

16

14

14

Hard fault coverage, %

87.5

87.5

Number of soft faults

16

16

Number of detected soft fault

12

12

Soft fault coverage, %

75

75

The rules for forming the required gain factor are
demonstrated for the Sallen-Key filter (Fig. 3).
b

The second order RC-filter with OBIST-circuitry is
depicted in Fig. 2, b.
Fault-free and faulty conditions with inclusion of the
single catastrophic (hard) and parametric (soft) faults
into the filter consist of the set of states. Short circuit
and open circuit effects for internal components are
considered as the catastrophic faults. The deviations
of nominal parameters for internal components of
the filter in + 50% and – 50% are used for parametric
faults simulation. Fault-free circuit was simulated
using Monte-Carlo method with 2 000 iterations. The
tolerance of internal parameters is assigned as 10 %.
The normal distribution on the range [–1, 1] with zero
mean and standard deviation σ =0.25 are used for
calculating the actual parameters’ values for faultfree components at each iteration. The PSpice EDA
tool of CADENCE on the computer system Intel®
Core™ i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40GHz and RAM 8 GB was
used for circuit simulation for all experiments.
The fOSC band for the fault-free behavior was estimated for two values of reliability γ = 0.9 and
:

Figure 3
Sallen-Key filter: original (a), reconfigured (b) (R1 = R3 = RB =
10kΩ, R2 = 20kΩ, RA = 1kΩ, C1 = C2 = 220nF)

a

b

Figure 3

Sallen-Key filter: original (a), reconfigured (b)

Nyquist diagram for Sallen-Key filter: original (a),
The(b)
Nyquist diagram of a gain in node 4 for
reconfigured

original Sallen-Key filter is represented in Fig. 4, a.
The locus does not comprise the point (–1, j) on a
complex plane and consequently the original circuit
of filter is stable. The Nyquist diagram
of a gain for
Information Technology and Control
2018/3/47
reconfigured circuit of Sallen-Key filter, where R A
has been changed onto equivalent resistor R' A , is
represented in Fig. 4, b. In the second case, the
Figure 4 locus comprises the point (–1, j) on the complex

(R 1 = R 3 = R B = 10kΩ, R 2 = 20kΩ, R A = 1kΩ, C 1 = C 2 = 220nF)
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The central frequency and quality factor are the following
ω0 =
Q=

R1 + R3
,
R1 R2 R3C1C2

Nyquist diagram for Sallen-Key filter: original (a),
reconfigured (b)
a)

a)

(R1 + R3 )R1R2 R3C1C2

R1R3 (C1 + C2 ) + R2C2 (R3 - R1 (K - 1))

(18)

.

The rules fo
inclusion of
for the diff
factor is the

The fOSC is
signal perio
capacitor re
b)

a
The results of simulation of the filter operation in the
normal mode and after reconfiguration in time domain
(20)
The central frequency and quality factor are the are shown in Fig. 5. During normal mode the output
+ R2 C2 ( R3following
- R1 ( K - 1) ) =
0
signal is proportional to the input sine wave in
accordance to the transfer function. In the
R1 + R3
(18) reconfiguration mode, the output signal is a periodical
0 =
R1 R3 ( C1 + C2 ) + Rω2 C
) 1.C2 ,
sequence of rectangle pulses with constant frequency
R2RR33C
2 ( RR
11+
(21)
K=
which depends on components parameters of the filter.

(R1 + R3 )R1R2 R3C1C2

Number of har
Number of det
Hard fault cove
Number of sof
Number of det
Soft fault cove

The instabil
by an incl
shortening t

(19)

b)
1
∞⇒
Q →=
0, R1 R3 ( C1 + C2 ) +
,
Q

R1 R2 C2

Para

Vo

Q in (19) depends on the gain factor K = 1 + RB R A
and ω0 does not depend on the resistors R A and RB.
Therefore

The fault-free and faulty behaviors were simulated with
the same parameters as for the second-order RC-filter.
The parameters for reconfiguration circuitry are deThe fOSC band for fault-free behavior was estimated
Q in (19) depends on the gain factor K = 1 + RB R A with different reliability
fined by solving
the following system of equations
b
and ω0 does not depend on the resistors R A and RB .
f OSC  13.9 Hz , 15.2 Hz   0.9 and
Therefore
 RB
R1 R3 ( C1 + C2 ) + R2 C2 ( R1 + R3 )
f OSC  13 .5 Hz , 15 .7 Hz   0.98 .
- 1;

R1 R2 C2
Figure 5
 R 'A
(22)

Figure
5
Time
domain
simulation results for the Sallen-Key filter
R + R rec
Q=

Fault coverag

R1R3 (C1 + C2 ) + R2C2 (R3 − R1 (K − 1))

.

(19)

R ' = A
A
,
rec
 A
R
R
A A


Time domain simulation results for the Sallen-Key filter

The results of simulation of the filter operation in the
normal mode and after reconfiguration in time domain
are shown in Fig. 5. During normal mode the output signal is proportional to the input sine wave in accordance
to the transfer function. In the reconfiguration mode,

T


f 1T

The fOSC is
the paramet
to Equatio
circuitry en
original ci
possible fau

The fOSC ba
coverage w
the fault-fre
for fault-fre

f OSC 
f OSC
Figure 6

where R' A is the equivalent resistor in the test mode,
R Arec is the compensating resistor ensuring the condition in the Equation (20).
The Nyquist diagram of a gain in node 4 for original
Sallen-Key filter is represented in Fig. 4, a. The locus
does not comprise the point (–1, j) on a complex plane
and consequently the original circuit of filter is stable.
The Nyquist diagram of a gain for reconfigured circuit
of Sallen-Key filter, where R A has been changed onto
equivalent resistor R' A , is represented in Fig. 4, b. In
the second case, the locus comprises the point (–1, j)
on the complex plane and the circuit of filter after reconfiguration is unstable, i.e. provides oscillation.


R
Vs  
R
 OC

Differentiato
reconfigured
(R = 10k, Rk

Fault coverage for hard and soft faults for both values
of reliability is represented in Table 2.

the output signal is a periodical sequence of rectangle pulses with constant frequency which depends on
components parameters of the filter.
The fault-free and faulty behaviors were simulated
with the same parameters as for the second-order
RC-filter. The fOSC band for fault-free behavior was estimated with different reliability
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and
.
Fault coverage for hard and soft faults for both values
of reliability is represented in Table 2.
Table 2
Fault coverage for the Sallen-Key filter
γ = 0.9

γ = 0.98

Number of hard faults

14

14

Number of detected hard fault

11

11

Hard fault coverage, %

78.5

78.5

Number of soft faults

14

14

Number of detected soft fault

9

5

64.3

37.5

Soft fault coverage, %

The rules for the third structural solution based on
inclusion of additional feedback(s) are considered for
the differentiator circuit (Fig. 6), whose gain factor is
the following
Vout (s ) Vin (s ) = V3 (s ) V1 (s ) = - RCs .

(23)

The instability required for oscillation is provided by
an inclusion of the positive feedback and shortening
the input source (Fig. 6, b).
The fOSC is calculated using the value of output signal
period, whose duration depends on the capacitor recharging processes:
T /2


 Rk
Rk
-Vs + 
+ 1 Vs e RC =
Vs ,
ROC + Rk
 ROC + Rk

=
T 2 RC ln (1 + 2 Rk ROC ) ,

=
f 1=
T

( 2 RC ln (1 + 2 Rk

The fOSC band for different reliability and fault coverage were estimated based on simulation of the faultfree and faulty behavior. The fOSC band for fault-free
behavior is the following
fOSC = [1068 Hz, 1375 Hz ]γ=0.9

(27)

and
Reliability

Parameter
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(24)

(25)

ROC ) )

-1 .

fOSC = [1000 Hz, 1480 Hz ]γ=0.98 .

(28)

Figure 6
Differentiator on the OpAmp: original (a), reconfigured (b)
(R = 10kΩ, Rk = 10kΩ, C = 200nF)

a

b

Fault coverage for both cases of hard and soft faults
for both values of reliability reaches 100% (Table 3).
Table 3
Fault coverage for the Differentiator
Parameter

Reliability
γ = 0.9

γ = 0.98

Number of hard faults

8

8

Number of detected hard fault

8

8

Hard fault coverage, %

100

100

Number of soft faults

8

8

Number of detected soft fault

8

8

100

100

Soft fault coverage, %
(26)

The fOSC is the function, arguments of which are the
parameters of internal components, according to
Equation (25). Thus, the reconfiguration circuitry
ensures oscillation and influence of original circuit
parameters and consequently possible faults onto oscillation frequency value.

The high sensitivity of frequency f given by (26) to
the deviations caused by the considered catastrophic and parametric faults leads to a significant deviation of the oscillation frequency outside the fault-free
band obtained for the reliability values of 0.9 (27) and
0.98 (28) in the case of presence of the corresponding
faults in the CUT. Therefore the fault coverage for
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both cases attains 100 %. The sensitivity has at least
the quadratic dependence on the faulty component
deviation, for instance,

(
∂C =- ( RC

)
))

∂f ∂R =- R 2 C ln (1 + 2 Rk / ROC )
∂f

2

ln (1 + 2 Rk / ROC

(

-1

,

(29)

-1

,

(30)
2

∂f ∂Rk =-2 R CROC ln (1 + 2 Rk / ROC ) ×
× (1 + 2 Rk / ROC ) ) .
-1

(31)

8. Conclusion
Oscillation-BIST strategy provides a useful and efficient mechanism for in-circuit testing and diagnosis
of analog and mixed-signal circuits. Selecting the most
proper reconfiguration circuit is one of the challenges during practical implementation. Three possible
structural solutions proposed in the paper provide
transformation of original circuit into oscillator, which
generates periodical output signal without application
of any input signals, but only power supply. The set of
rules for each solution is prepared as the formal stepby-step procedures, which can support the automation
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during the design-for-testability flow [13].
Experimental results demonstrate the adequacy of
the proposed rules for construction of the oscillator
after reconfiguring the original circuit, oscillation
frequency of which depends on the parameters of internal components. Such a circumstance means that
oscillation frequency is sensitive to high and low deviations of the components parameters, i.e. both catastrophic and parametric faults. Therefore oscillation
frequency can be used as a controlled parameter for
detection of correct or faulty CUT operation and fault
diagnosis in the second case. Experimental results
show high fault coverage up to 100% for both catastrophic and parametric faults without using special
expensive generators of input test signal.
The future research will be carried out in the field of
selecting the efficient structural solution for reconfiguration into an oscillator ensuring maximum fault
coverage taking into account the components tolerances and considering additional controlled parameters such as an amplitude and phase of output oscillating signal.
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